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Fibrotic tissue raw data























Fibrotic tissue raw data
Transition tissue raw data
 q (nm
-1)














Background corrected fibrotic tissue
Background corrected transition tissue

Position (mm)
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Rat tail tendon raw data
Fibrotic tissue raw data
Azimuth (degrees)

















Background corrected rat tail tendon
Background corrected fibrotic tissue
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Background corrected fibrotic tissue
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Background corrected fibrotic tissue 
(left of implant)
Background corrected fibrotic tissue 
(right of implant)
Generated peaks
Peak generated at 0.325 nm-1
Peak generated at 0.375 nm-1
Peak generated at 0.445 nm-1
Peak generated at 0.505 nm-1
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Fibrotic tissue raw data
Rat tail tendon raw data 
q (nm-1)



































Fibrotic tissue raw data
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Rat tail tendon post linear background subtraction
Fibrotic tissue post linear background subtraction
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Left of implant 
Right of implant 












































WAXD area under curve 
SAXS area under curve 
WAXD intensity (a.u.)
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Fibrotic tissue raw data
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Fibrotic tissue raw data
Transition tissue raw data
q (nm-1)














Background corrected fibrotic tissue
Background corrected transition tissue
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Rat tail tendon raw data
Fibrotic tissue raw data
Azimuth (degrees)
















Background corrected rat tail tendon
Background corrected fibrotic tissue

Azimuth (degrees)

































































Fibrotic tissue raw data
Rat tail tendon raw data
q (nm-1)



































Fibrotic tissue raw data
Fibrotic tissue post linear background subtraction

q (nm-1)



































Rat tail tendon post linear background subtraction


















Left of implant 
Right of implant 
Rat tail tendon 
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Fibrotic tissue raw data
Background corrected fibrotic tissue 

q (nm-1)












Fibrotic tissue raw data
Background corrected fibrotic tissue 
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